
BREWtiful Mugs 
Block of the Month  July Block Pattern 

 
Skill level: Intermediate (appliqué) 

Finished Size: 12” Block 

Designed by: Amy Heaton 

 

 

BREWtiful Mugs - July Quilt Block Pattern 

Finished size: 12.5” Block (before assembly) 

Cut List Fabric Patch  Qty Size    

Beige   A  1 3.5” x 12.5” 

   B  2 3.5” x 8”  

   C  2 2” squares 

   D  2 2.25” squares (HST*s) 

Brown  D  6 2.25” squares (HST*s) 

   E  1 2” x 6.5” 

   F  1 2” x 3.5” 

   G  1 See template+  

Red   C  4 2” squares 

D  4 2.25” squares (HST*s) 

Yellow  K  1 3.5” square 

Taupe   H,I,J  1ea. See template+  

*Note: HST= half square triangle.  Recommended to use 1.5” Thangles 
to ensure accurate seams (or refer to piecing instructions). 

+Note: Included appliqué templates do not include seam allowance. 
Solid lines on the templates represent finished edges. Templates are 
mirrored for tracing onto the wrong side of your fabric 
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Piecing Instructions 

1. Cut all fabric patches per the included Cut List. 
All steps below assume a ¼” seam. 
 

2. Create the required D patch HST*s below as instructed (or 
refer to optional instructions included with 1.5” Thangles).  
Place the indicated fabric color squares right sides together 
and pin.  Sketch a diagonal line from corner to corner on the 
back of a square. Stitch a straight seam a ¼” to the left and 
right of the sketched line. Cut triangles apart on the sketched 
line. Press seams away from the brown fabric for this block and 
trim HST*s to 2” square from one corner, if necessary. 

a. (4) Brown/Beige HST*s 
b. (8) Brown/Red HST*s 

 
 

3. Assemble the HSTS*s from steps 2b (above) and the Yellow K 
and Red C patches together as shown to complete the center 
block of the mug. 
 

 
 

4. Attached (2) HST*s from step 2a above to the short ends of the 
Brown E & F patches as shown. 
 

 
 

 

5. Attach the shorter section from step 4 to the bottom edge of 
the center block of the mug.  Then attach a Beige B patch to 
the left and right edges as shown. 
 

  
 

6. Attach a Beige C patch to either end of the longer section from 
step 4.  Then attach the entire section to the bottom edge of 
the center block.  Follow by attaching the Beige A patch to the 
top edge as shown to complete the pieced block. 
 

  
 

7. Use included Block Template to place the G, H ,I & J appliqué 
patches.  Peel paper backing and fuse appliqués into place 
using a hot iron (no steam).   
 

8. Stitch the appliqués to your block by hand or machine.  



Key Block (27/50 actual size)
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Instructions for  "July Mug"  as 12.000 by 12.000 (inches) block, printed from EQ7!



Pattern for  "July Mug"  as 12.000 by 12.000 (inches) block, printed from EQ7!
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